
Fill in the gaps

Megan Nicole by Summer Forever

Phone rings, you're parked outside

Hair's up, my chucks are tied

You got a  (1)__________  in mind

But I say let's improvise

(Oh oh oh)

Let's go (oh oh)

Straight  (2)________  the 405

Right  (3)________  the county line

Put your arm  (4)____________  me now

Only got a few more hours

So let's try to make it count

While the sun is

Shining  (5)____________  (shining bright)

Speakers shaking (speakers shaking)

Put old Mustang in drive

(Oh oh oh)

Heart is  (6)__________  (heart is yours)

For the taking (for the taking)

We don't't  (7)________  to say goodbye

If it was summer forever

(Oh oh oh)

Don't let it (go oh oh)

Just kiss me (slow oh oh)

(Whoa oh oh)

Wish it was  (8)____________  forever

(Oh oh oh)

Don't let it (go oh oh)

Just kiss me (slow oh oh)

(Whoa oh oh)
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Fill in the gaps

Wish it was summer forever

Hands up can touch the rays

Jump in and rush the waves

This world is ours to take

So never let the moment fade

Don't (oh oh oh)

Let go (oh oh)

Just  (9)________  a shot right through  (10)________  shades

Put it in a mental picture frame

Put your arm around me now

Only got a few more hours

So let's try to make it count

While the sun is

Shining  (11)____________  (shining bright)

Speakers shaking (speakers shaking)

Put old Mustang in drive

(Oh oh oh)

Heart is yours (heart is yours)

For the  (12)____________  ( for the taking)

We don't't  (13)________  to say goodbye

If it was summer forever

(Oh oh oh)

Don't let it (go oh oh)

Just  (14)________  me (slow oh oh)

(Whoa oh oh)

Wish it was summer forever

(Oh oh oh)

Don't let it (go oh oh)

Just kiss me (slow oh oh)

(Whoa oh oh)
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Fill in the gaps

Wish it was summer forever

And when the sun goes down

Can we  (15)__________  be together

Don't  (16)__________  just hold me now

Like it's summer for ever

Shining bright (shining bright)

Speakers shaking (speakers shaking)

Put old  (17)______________  in drive

(Oh oh oh)

Heart is yours (heart is yours)

For the taking (for the taking)

We don't't have to say goodbye

If it was  (18)____________  forever

(Oh oh oh)

Don't let it (go oh oh)

Just kiss me (slow oh oh)

(Whoa oh oh)

Wish it was summer forever

(Oh oh oh)

Don't let it (go oh oh)

Just kiss me (slow oh oh)

(Whoa oh oh)

Wish it was summer forever

(Put your arm around me now)

Don't let it (go oh oh)

(Only got a few more hours)

(So let's try to make it count)

(While the sun is)

Wish it was  (19)____________  forever

(Put  (20)________  arm around me now)
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Fill in the gaps

Don't let it (go oh oh)

(Only got a few more hours)

Just kiss me (slow oh oh)

(So let's try to make it count)

(While the sun is)

Wish it was summer forever
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. place

2. down

3. past

4. around

5. bright

6. yours

7. have

8. summer

9. snap

10. your

11. bright

12. taking

13. have

14. kiss

15. still

16. leave

17. Mustang

18. summer

19. summer

20. your
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